Evaluating the entrainment of the alpha rhythm during stroboscopic flash stimulation by means of coherence analysis.
Two major conflicting hypotheses propose that alpha rhythm activity should be either the output of a linear filter having a white noise as input or reflect the output of a nonlinear oscillator. External stimulation can be employed to test for nonlinearity in alpha genesis, since an entrainment of such rhythmic activity (shift in the alpha peak) could only be explained by nonlinear relationships. Flash photic stimulation has been used to investigate such entrainment. Nevertheless, only entrainments due to the second harmonic of the stimulation could be suitably measured. Aiming at overcoming this limitation, a coherence-based technique is proposed for evaluating the strength of responses due to rhythmic stimulation. It was applied to the occipital EEG derivations of 12 normal subjects during stroboscopic stimulation. Entrainment of alpha rhythm by the second harmonic of the stimulation occurred in 75% of the subjects, whilst no spectral shifts were observed for the remained that exhibited broadband alpha peak at rest. However, stimulating with fundamental frequency close to that peak led to entrainment in all subjects. These differences in the degree of synchronization due to stimulation at the first and second harmonics should reflect complex nonlinear mechanisms in alpha genesis.